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Cal king metal platform bed frame

An error occurred while processing your request. Heavy traffic construction Subsidies up to 1200 pounds (Twin and Full)Supports up to 2,500 pounds (queen and king)Can be sent via UPSAssembles in minutes - no tools needed100% black anodized steel structureAmple under bed storage capacity - 14 space Fits into



the frame of a traditional bed instead of sleetCompensation size makes the steel platform bed body easily transported through narrow spaces, staircases or liftsPatent waiting technology2 year warranty California King Metal Bed Frame Increases the support levels of your Cal King mattress with the body of a California
King metal bed! What is california's king-metal bed frame? Designed with durable metal material, the California King metal bed frame is a metal rack built to keep your bed and box spring off the floor. What is the purpose of the california king's metal bed frame? The California King metal bed frame does more than add
additional support to the Cal King mattress and paired box spring; The California King metal bed frame will help keep the mattress in top condition in the coming years and prevent signs of wear (such as expansion and creaking).  In addition, since it is designed to keep the mattress off the floor, the California King metal
bed frame also helps keep the moisture and dust that causes mold at bay.    Does my California King bed need a metal bed frame? If you sleep on a Cal King bed without a metal bed frame, continuing it can prevent moisture transfer (which can lead to mould and health risks) and encourage the mattress to be kept
gradually. Help keep your California King mattress – and the quality of your sleep – in the best possible condition every day in the coming years on the body of a California King metal bed! An error occurred while processing your request.
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